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ABSTRACT

The method of linear response theory is used to determine the

response functions for surface polaritons in a four media system (or

bounded bilayer). The dispersion relation is found when the pole of the

derived response function vanishes. The expressions for the scattered

intensity for both back and forward scattering are derived. The scattered

intensity depends on a polarization vhich is the result of the coupling of

the incident light to the vibrational coordinates and electric fields

associated with electric-dipole-active lattice vibrations in the bilayer.

Expresssions for the Raman cross-section by surface polaritons in the four

media system are derived for both back and forward scattering. Numerical

results are presented by using parameters for a sapphire substrate-(GaP-GaAs)

bilayer-vacuun system.
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1 Introduction
In addition to the study of polaritons in bulk (see reviews by Barker and Loudon(l972) and
Mills and Burstein(1974}), there have been considerable interest in the properties of sur-
face polaritons (SP) in semi-infinite media and thin films (see reviews by Ushioda (1981),
Ushioda and Loudon{l982), Mirlin(l982), Cottatn and Maradudin (1984)). Recently, at-
tention has turned to the properties of SP in superlattices (see, for example, Camley and
Mills(1984), Szenics et.al (1986), Nkoma(l9S7a, b, and c).Superlattices are artificially fab-
ricated crystals of alternate layers of two types of materials produced, for example, by
molecular beam epitaxy. The basic unit of binary superlattices is the bilayer, and it is
important to understand the properties of this system when bounded by two other media
and hence constituting a four media system (FMS), of which this paper will be devoted
to. The study of properties of SP in FMS has been pursued by few researchers, such as
by Wendler (1984, 1985) and coworkers(1986).

The main experimental techniques for investigating SP have been attenuated total
reflection (ATR) first proposed by Otto (1968) and Raman spectroscopy (see, for example
Prieur and Ushioda (1975) and Ushioda (1981)). The theory for ATR experiments in
various configurations has been reported in several papers, for example for FMS by Wendler
and Haupt (1987) and for superlattices by Raj et.al. (1987). On the other hand, theories of
Raman scattering have mainly been by two equivalent approaches, namely linear response
theory (Barker and Loudon (1972)) and a Green's functions formalism (Maradudin and
Mills (1975)). The linear response theory has been used to find the Raman scattering cross-
section by SP in a semi-infinite media (Nkoma and Loudon (1975)), in a thin film (Nkoma
1975) and in binary superlattices (Babiker et. al. 1987 a,b), while the Green's functions
formalism has been used to study Raman scattering by SP in a semi-infinite media and
thin films (Chen et.al. 1975, Mills et.al., 1976). To our knowledge, the theory of Raman
scattering by SP in FMS has not as yet been reported, and in view of the importance
of this geometry towards understanding binary superlattice structures, this paper will be
devoted to developing such a theory, using the linear response formalism.

The organisation of this paper is as follows. In section 2, we describe the response
of the SP electric fields to an externally applied polarisation, and derive the SP response
functions. The poles of the derived response functions give the dispersion relation for SP
in the FMS. Section 3 is devoted to an analysis of the light scattering by SP in the FMS.
The relevant Fresnel's coefficients are obtained, and expressions for the scattered intensity
are derived for both back and forward scattering. The scattered intensities are found to
be related to the polarisation which is formed by the coupling of the incident light to the
vibrational coordinates and electric fields associated with the electric-dipole-active lattice
vibrations in the bilayer. The Raman scattering cross section will be shown to depend on
the electric field fluctuations, which can be evaluated by using the fluctuation-dissipation
theorem (Landau and Lifshitas 1969) in conjunction with the response functions derived



in section 2. Numerical results and discussion are presented in section 4 where the FMS
is modelled by parameters for a sapphire-(GaP-GaAs) bilayer-vacuum system. Finally,
concluding remarks are made in section 5.

2 Linear response theory and the dispersion relation
for SP in a FMS.

A schematic representation of the FMS we are considering is shown in figure 1, consisting
of region I [z > dt) with a positive dielectric constant ilt region II (0 < z < d^) has
a frequency dependent dielectric function fj(w), region III {—dj < z < 0) has another
frequency dependent dielectric function £J(CJ), while region TV {z < —dj) has a positive
dielectric constant £4. Thus, the bilayer, consisting of regions II and III is of thickness {di +
dj). Consider the response of SP in this geometry to some externally applied polarisation,

p = (1)

The SP we are considering are p-modes and satisfy Maxwell's equations in the four regions
as below,

V A V A E« - ta^rEa - 0 (2)

where a = 1,4 for regions I and IV respectively, and

(3)

where /? = 2,3 for regions II and III respectively. The notation for a and /J that has been
introduced here will be followed throughout this paper unless indicated otherwise. The
solutions in the four regions are given below. In regions I and IV, we have

where

m — J^ae

lai
(5)

(6)

In regions II and III, we have the general solution as the sum of a complementary function
plus a particular integral, and the electric field components (t or j = x, z ) are given by

where
1 — (8)

+«;=<?*

The wavevectors satisfy the requirement that all tangential wave vectors are conserved,
that is

The normal components of the wavevectors are not conserved, and are purely imaginary
when ef(u) is real and negative, or complex for complex tf(u), and always ensuring an
exponential decay from any interface. We apply the usual boundary conditions of the con-
tinuity of the tangential electric fields and normal displacement vectors at z = dlt 0 and
-dj. Without any loss of generality, we can put Q. = 0 since SP are independent of this
wavevector component. After a long and somewhat tedious enumeration and rearrange-
ment of terms, one obtains the response of the external polarisation Pnt in the following
form.

P )
where

« Ei\Ej »Tet=« Ei\Ej »B + « Ei\Ej »s (14)

where the first term describes the bulk response and the second term describes the surface
response. Since the electric field £j, can easily be related to Eti via boundary conditions,
we have, therefore, already obtained the response of the system to the external polarisation.
We give the expressions for the responses explicitly, below.

£W (15)

and
( 0 for t ^ j

<T.J = I <fc.J for. = j = i (16)
{ fl,1 for i = J = z

From now henceforth we shall concentrate our attention to the surface response only, that
is , the second term in equation(14), since this is the function that contains all the physics
for the SP in the FMS we are considering.
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where
Pi =

P* = [uqu ~ £»

and OLij,iij and flj,- are given by

= <*„ = [ ! - •

and the resonant denominator A is given by

A =

(17)

(18)

(19)

(20)

(21)

(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)

(26)

(27)

where pi, /),, p3, p4 have been denned earlier in equations (18) to (21). In equation (17)
,Riju, fiyM, and i?,*M are matrix elements of 2 x 2 matrices JZ ,̂ JZ33 and R& respectively.

These can be recognised to be terms corresponding to the various interfaces between regions
I,II,IIIand IV. This feature was also observed in the linear response theory for a thin film
(Nkoma 1975) , and in fact, as a useful check to these results, when regions II and III are
occupied by the same material, equation (17) reduces to the analogous equation for the
thin film in the reference just quoted above. The matrices are given below with a notation
that the superscripts + refer to upper and lower signs in all the equations.

.i.tj»i./f».O»

= [<ift. ±

± ^

(29)

± ^

(30)

where

and

where

and

where

The dispersion relation is generated when the pole of the response function vanishes, that
is when

A = 0 (32)

where A is given by equation(28). SP exist in the frequency range for which the dielectric
functions tf{u) are negative and real, and hence the normal components of the wavevectors
are purely imaginary according to;

and (33)

such that all the SP fields decay away exponentially and equation (28) together with (32)
give
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i H <
= 0 (34)

The response functions given in equation (17) and the dispersion relation obtained as
equation(34) are the main results of this section. It can be mentioned that the dispersion
equation in (34) generalises the result given by Wendler and Haupt(l986) who considered
a geometry where tt = e4 = 1.0 and at = at = OQ. The dispersion curves are plotted in
section 4.

3 Light scattering by SP in a FMS.
3.1 Incidence plane fields

In this section, we discuss the scattering of light by SP in a FMS. The scattering
process can be broken into thrtt stages. In the first stage, illustrated in figure 2(a), light
with an electric field E[ and wavevector j ^ , frequency^ is incident at the boundary z = dj,
where it is reflected as E'r and transmitted into the bilayer where it becomes E\ and Ej
in regions II and III respectively, where there will be multiple reflections, and finally some
light emerges in region IV with an electric field E[ of wavevector i?4. The fields are related
below. For the reflected field, we have

\E'r\ =

where
r»

with

and r,-j are Fresnel's reflection coefficients at a single interface , given by

_

(35)

(36)

(37)

(38)

where i,j = 1,2,3,4 correspond to parameters in regions I, II, III and IV respectively, and
noting that E, = e,(u>) and es = ea(î ). The magnitudes of the wavevectors in the four
regions are given by

and
jti = (ul/c)e1

//
1(u) (40)

The parallel components of the wavevectors are conserved, and if the angle of incidence in
region I is tfj, then

The normal components of the wavevectors are not conserved, and their magnitudes are
given by

(42)

(43)

(44)

(45)
For the emerging field, we have

where

with

and (y are Fresnel's transmission coefficients at a single interface, given by

(46)

(47)

(48)

(49)

The electric fields transmitted into the bilayer become E\ and ^ s as mentioned before.
These are given by

E\ = hJi (50)
and

(51)



where

and

/ . ! = •

1' + (I)'l
( 5 3 )

where all the symbols are as defined earlier.

3.2 Polarisation and the scattered fields.

In the second stage, there is interaction between the transmitted fields E'2 and B's and
the SP in regions II and III respectively. In general, this interaction is complex, and
the fundamental processes that finally give rise to back and forward scattering have been
illustrated diagramatically by Milt's et.al. (1976) for the thin film case. However, the
result of this interaction is to create an oscillating polarisation in the two regions of the
bilayer, of the form

ppiX,.?-".') (54)

where
OJ, = u/j — w (55)

rf = kl* + *}. (56)
KU = *?„-** (57)

Kf. = **,. ± ip. (S8)

In the preceding equations, u>, is the scattered frequency, and ±?p, combination in equation
(58) arises because the SP amplitude decays from two boundaries in both regions of the
bilayer. In the third stage, which is final, the oscillating polarisation produces the back
scattered field iff and forward scattered field E\ as illustrated in figure 2(b). Generally ,
the scattering plane XYz need not coincide with the incidence plane xyz. The wavevectors
for the scattered fields are given by

(59)

(60)

and, again, parallel components are conserved, and together with (57), we have

(61)

where ca = (4 or (4, and Sa, = 6lt or 8t, for back or forward scattering respectively. The
normal components are given by

* l = ^ [ « , - e - r i n 1 » . . ] l / 1 (62)

where i = 1,2, 3, 4 and noting that tt = £j(w.), £3 = tj(ii;,).The scattered fields E' for back
scattering, and E[ for forward scattering are obtained by solving Maxwell's equations in the
four regions,with the polarisation (54) in the bilayer portion of the FMS. The calculations
are long and we present the results with some comments. These calculations show that E{
and E't have terms describing scattering by both bulk and surface polaritons. The terms
describing scattering by bulk polaritons appear with the factor

r (63)

which can immediately be recognised to describe scattering by LO phonons and TO
phonons. Such terms are neglected since in this paper we are only interested in scat-
tering by SP. In doing this, we noted that all terms which describe scattering by surface
excitations have the factor

appearing, in agreement with previous treatments of scattering by surface excitations (Mills
et.al.1970, Chen et.al.197S, Nkoma et.al.197S and Mills et.al. 1976). This means that for
formulations of several layers as here or in superlattices, factors such as given in equation
(64) should appear for each layer. Bearing in mind the points raised concerning equations
(63) and (64), we obtain the back scattered electric field components as below.

(65)

10



where a repeated subscript on the right hand side implies summation in equation (65) and
subsequent equations. Also, we have,for / = x,z , the various quantities are given as

* i / = M i . + £a(^.)feJ,][«s{w,)fcL + E»(f,)*j,][eiJfci, + «*{w.)*ul (66)

$it = [*ik$, + £s(Cl'*)'c4i][cs(w()'iii — tjfw.J/fcJJfcifcJ, — ejfw.jfcj,] (68)

^*/ = [e*^L ~ £s(£J»)*:4»][£j('«',)fcJJ + ejtwiJJtJ.l^fcJ, ~ ea(wj)Jt*,] (69)
a "d 0/kut ff/*ss and 9 ^ , in (65) are matrix elements of the form discussed by Mills
et.al.(197O), Nkoma and Loudon(1975) and Nkoma(l975). Also, we have tj/A andtj/A such
that

1« = «?« = 1 (70)

?.. = f« = 1 (72)

f " = f» = ~7~T (73)

and the denominator Aj for the scattered light is given by

(74)

When f = yt equations (66) to (74) take a similar form, but with all e, -» 1(» = 1,2,3,4).
This is a common feature for the y-polarisation (see, for example, Mills et.al. (1970) and
Nkoma(1975)). The forward scattered electric field components are given by

If e'tJ'

* r* ifc'

1

2<J
1

.. r.

n

3]}-Pwl (75)

where all symbols are as defined earlier. It is useful to consider the limit when regions
III and IV are the same , that is the thin film limit, when it can be seen that 4>^j —* 0,
4>tf -* 0 and P&, , and the back scattered field (65) will only be dependent on the terms
with the factor

and this term is very small because the denominator is very large, of the order 10®cm~l

,thuB making backscattering in thin films father weak. The forward scattered fields given
in (75) will also have terms with the factor

1
{ 7 7 )

which is large because the denominator is small, and hence forward scattering through thin
films is large (Chen et.at. 1975, Prieur and Ushioda 1975, Nkoma 1975 and Mills et.al.
1976). However, such conclusions for FMS we are studying in this paper need more care.
In the present geometry, even if terms with the factor (76) are neglected in the scattered
fields given in (65) and (75), there still remain terms with the factor (77). Further, the
thicknesses d\ and d2 are crucial to the relative sizes of the back scattering and forward
scattering, since cases with d\ < dt, dt ~ dt, or di > <fj will give different results.

3.3 Polarisation and electric field fluctuations

It has already been shown that the scattered fields given in (65) and (75) depend on the
polarisations F3\ and P£k which are formed by the coupling of the incident fields in regions
II and III respectively to the vibrattonal coordinates W% and electric fields Eg associated
with the electric-dipote-active lattice vibrations. Hence, we have

and

where the non-linear coefficients a"etlij and bffMj have been fully discussed by Barker and
Loudon (1972). Since the vibrational coordinates are related to the electric fields, it is
convenient to introduce /?£ and /9£ such that

12



The light scattering cross-section depends on the electric field correlations , vibrational
amplitude correlations and cross correlations between the vibrational amplitudes and the
electric field amplitudes (Barker and Loudon (1972) and Nkoma and London (1975)).
However, from the equations just introduced above , the polarisation will entirely depend
on the the electric fields, and hence the scattering cross-section can be expressed in terms
of the correlations between the i and j components of the electric fields. These fluctuations
are given by the fluctuation-dissipation theorem (Landau and Lifshitz 1969).

\ Bf,Et (82)

where n(w) is the Bose-Einstein factor and the response functions on the RHS were evalu-
ated in section 2. Consider the electric field fluctuations in the bilayer. Then, we have for
region II,

where the subscripts oz,oz refer to evaluation close to z = 0, and equation (17) has to be
used. For region III, the electric field fluctuations are given by

<\Et{t)\'>A.= SU<\E1{t)\
1>A.

where

fl3J = {[! + f»)EL(°)]ni + ^ M j l *

The numerical illustration of the electric field fluctuations is shown in section 4.

3.4 The scattering cross-section.

The differential cross-section is given by (Nkoma and Loudon (1975)),

(84)

(85)

dtl
(86)

where a = 1,4 for back and forward scattering respectively, A is the area on the surface
where the beam emerges. To proceed, we make the following approximations for the
scattered fields given in (65) and (75). Recall that from equations (76) and (77), we have

» ~ *J J (87)

13

Therefore , all terms with {Ki, + fcj1,) m their denominators, can be considered negligible
as discussed towards the end of section 3.2 and the references cited there. Using this fact,
and equations (65) to (85) in (86), we obtain the back scattering cross-section as

/m{<C

where

(88)

(89)

(90)

(91)

and ej, ej, are unit polarisation vectors of the incident light in region I. The superscripts
* entering in (89) refer to the corresponding sign of ±52, on the RHS of that equation,
and all other symbols are as defined earlier. Following a similar procedure as above, the
forward scattering cross-section is obtained as

where

(93)

(94)

14



and

(95)

and the superscripts * refer to the corresponding sign of ±93, andzkqrj, on the RHS of
(94) and (95). It will be of practical interest to find out which is larger between the
back scattering cross-section given in (88) and the forward scattering cross-section given
in (93). This question will be examined in the next section. However, as expected, both
cross-sections depend on the imaginary part of the xx and zz response functions discussed
in section 2.

4 Numerical results and discussion

In this section we present numerical results by using parameters for the FMS modelling
a sapphire substrate-(GaP-GaAs) bilayer-vacuum system. Suppose that regions II and III
making the bilayer are occupied by materials whose dielectric functions are of the form

(96)

where (g{<x>) is the high frequency dielectric function, Sp measures the strength of the
resonance, w^g is the phonon frequency. The following parameters are used: sapphire
dielectric constant is taken as e< = 3.1 (Prieur and shioda 1975), GaP values are taken
from Barker(l968) as es(oo) = 9.09, S3 = 2.01 and uTS = 366.0cm"1, GaAs values are from
Blakemore (1982) as ej(oo) = 10.88, Sj = 1.97 and uiri = 267.5cm'1 . Medium I is taken as
vacuum with ei = 1.0. The thicknesses are taken as <fi = 3000A and d* = 6000A and these
are easily variable parameter both theoretically and experimentally. The dispersion curves
from equation (34) are shown in figure 3 in terms of the reduced frequency verms reduced
tangential wavevector.lt can be noted that there are four branches of SP which have four
asymptotic limiting frequencies Ln the limit of large tangential wavevectors (Q, —> 00),
and these frequencies can explicitly be given as w,n, w j 3 , w,~3j and w,n-

o) + £4

1/*

2 / ,

(97)

(98)

(99)
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where
/ i = £,(00) + ej(oo) + Si

ft = £,(00) + £j(0o) + S3

Thus the four SP branches exist in clearly defined frequency ranges:

Branch 1 :i*>,s4 < w < wts

Branch 2 :wr» £ ^ £ ^ta

Branch 3 :u»,u < w < wvt

Branch 4 :<JJ-J < u < ai^,s

where

(100)

(101)

(102)

(103)

(104)

(105)

(106)

(107)

(108)

«.(») J
The meaning of the asymptotic frequencies is clear; uLi and uLi are the LO phonon
frequencies associated with regions II and III respectively .while <*!*„ gives the frequen-
cies associated with the GaP-G&As interface when <*j -» 00 and dt -+ 00, u ,u and
u.u are surface phonon frequencies for regions I/II and III/IV interfaces respectively.
With the parameters used in this paper, we find that U>LS = 1.51WTJ, UJ,M — 1.48wr2i

decreasing order as illustrated in figure 3. Also shown in figure 3 are photon lines with
equations

u> = cQjt\

Aand w =

(110)

(111)

To discuss light scattering , we introduce damping by adding a term with -iu>*i in the de-
nominator of the dielectric function given in equation (96) and we take 7 = 0.006wrfl. The
scattering cross-section has a complex frequency dependence, including the dependence on
the imaginary parts of the response functions. We illustrate the frequency dependence of
the last part of equations (88) and (93) in the form

IM»»)I + IM»«)I = {l'm « £«;•£» » I + \Im « E°'->E°'

16



for thicknesses dx < d2 using values mentioned earlier, in figures 4(a), (b), (c) and (d),
where the y-axis values have been obtained by dividing the response functions by 1021

as shown in equation (112). It should be noted that the back and forward scattering
mainly differ in the terms in the curly brackets juBt after the summation sign in equations
(88) and (93). The way the curves in figure 4 have been plotted is as follows. It is
known that for any scattering angle, the response functions will peak at a certain value
(or values) of frequency corresponding to a certain value of the tangential component of
the wavevector,fz. Hence we have plotted equation (112) for four values of the reduced
wavevector eg t/w r j = 4.0,6.0,8.0 and lO.O.The spectrum shows well defined peaks plus
some interference effects due to the multiple boundaries. The case when d\ > d3 [di =
6000A and d% = 3000A is illustrated in figures 5(a), (b), (c), and (d) for similar values of
wavenumbers as earlier. The overall observable spectrum must of course include the effects
of the terms in the curly brackets immediately after the summation sign in equations (88)
and (93), and these have not been included in figures 4 and 5. The sizes of back and
forward scattering cross-sections will depend on how the magnitudes of terms in B^Ih in
(89) and Bi/k in (90) compare with FfJh and F^fk in (94) and (95) respectively. These
terms have a strong frequency dependence and size dependence as shown explicitly in their
expressions.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, we have used the method of linear response theory is section 2 to obtain the
response functions for SP in a FMS and these have been given in equation (17). The pole
of the derived response function generates the dispersion relation given in equation (34),
and the dispersion curves are plotted in figure 3 show that the FMS supports four branches
of SP in clearly defined frequency ranges given in equations (104) to (107) in section 4.
We have presented the theory for Raman scattering by SP in a FMS in section 3, and
expressions for electric fields in the incidence plane and scattering plane have been given.
By making reasonable approximations, expressions for the back and forward scattering
cross-sections have been obtained in equations (88) and (93) respectively. Both of these
cross-sections depend on the imaginary part of the response functions, whose spectra have
been illustrated in figures 4(a) to 4(d) and 5 (a) to 5(d).

We wish to conclude with the remark that in addition to ATR experiments mentioned
in the introduction, Raman scattering can also be used to study SP in a FMS configuration.
The understanding of this geometry is important since it contains the bilayer which is a
basic unit in binary superlattices, which are currently receiving a tot of attention.
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Figure Caption*

Figure l:The geometry of a FMS modelling a sapphire substrate-(GaP-GaAs)bilayer-
vacuum with dielectric functions tt,ts{uj),t1(u)and ei respectively.

Figure 2(a):The incidence plane xyz shewing the incident field E{ and transmitted fields
Fj.-Ej and the emerging field S[ with their wavevectora, and the angle of incidence,
6,.

Figure 2(b):The scattering plane XYi showing the backscattered field E[ and forward
scattered field E\ with their wavevectors, and respective scattering angles 6\, and

Figure 3:Dispersion curves for a sapphire substrate-(GaP-GaAs) bilayer-vacuum.The
labelled frequencies are denned in the text.

Figure 4(a):Frequency spectrum of | /m(j, ,) | + \Im(g,,)\ for cqI/un = 4.0 and di <
di = 3000A and d, = 6000A).

Figure 4(b):Same caption as figure 4(a), except cqzjijjTi = 6.0

Figure 4(c):Same caption as figure 4(a), except cq^jUTi = 8.0

Figure 4(d):Same caption as figure 4(a), except cgI:,'Wi = 10.0

Figure 5(a):Frequency spectrum of l/mfid,)! + l/mfj,,)! for cqxjwT1 = 4.0 and
<ii(rfi = 6000A and dt = 3000A).

Figure 5(b):Same caption as figure 5(a) except cqtju>n = 6.0

Figure S(c):Same caption as figure 5(a) except c^/uiri — 8-0

Figure 5(d):Same caption as figure 5(a) except egz/uTi ~ 10.0
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